Editorial October 2014
This time I left pondering over the events of the month; October was actually a rich month of
many subjects and activities.
I would like to focus on some strong points that touched everyone!
Elections:
That turbulent period... we spent the full confidence that everything would go well, then the
experiences of five years ago, now having greater monitoring capacity of the electoral process,
the hard and heavy suspicion due to the numerous and egregious violations that occurred during
the process. But, as it can happen even today defy the order, discipline, inventing fraud ... that
the human mind cannot imagine. Without thinking that fraud affects everyone who exercised
their right to vote. Each of us had a right to respect for his choice and outcomes related to this
act. Imagine how people still screw it up and looking into a crowd of people who were very
orderly and disciplined, believing in a democratic process.
None of it! Still childish disturbing that like to manipulate the process and delay everything.
Tomorrow we will have a legitimate government, what should we govern and to give strength to
their governance. Needed to invent a thousand and one stupidities to determine who should
govern? Yet once PATIENCE!!! CALM, BALANCING AND TOLERANCE, and together
seeking to strengthen the PEACE that ... is here to stay!!!!
Foreclosure Iraqi young man was hanged (as it did thousands of years ago ...) the young
Reyhaneh, Iraq, as an act of legitimate self-defense killed a man who tried to rape her. The
process was only a farce, a joke of arguments baseless and everything dominated by pseudoreligious losses. Absurd news!!! Disgusting!!! Think where you can reach the ideological
extremism. It is not the first time, but how can we accept such a horrible situation? And to think
that there came a voice by religious organizations ....and so-called Muslim brothers, because they
do not report these facts? Remained silent; as if it was a just thing. What a shame! Hopefully
there is a serious reflection on the part of all who follow a religion, so that they can never believe
everything that is written, surpassing the inner freedom of each.
Determination and growth of our institution - KULIMA: After two negative facts ... as far
positive point. We are completing a process of growth of our institution, which lasted almost a
year, with the strengthening of each delegation, who prepared the profile annul the 2015 plan and
the strategic plan, with the operationalization of the three Northern, Central and Southern
regions, and the review and preparation of a series of documents and updating of the by-laws of
KULIMA after thirty years of its existence.... and most members actively called to assist in the
analysis and decisions for the growth of the institution for the benefit of all its members and
beneficiary communities. Votes of successes for everyone!

